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This paper concerns the asymptotic behavior toward rarefaction waves of the 
solution of a genera) 2 x 2 hyperbolic conservation laws with positive viscosity. We 
prove that if the initial data is close to a constant state and its values at + a3 lie on 
the kth rarefaction curve for the corresponding hyperbolic conservation laws, then 
the solution tends as I + co to the rarefaction wave determined by these states. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we will study the asymptotic behavior of the solution for 
the initial value problem for 2 x 2 viscous conservation laws of the form 
rr,+(f(u)),=$(B(s)g), -~<x<++,f>O, (1.1) 
with initial data 
4-T 0) = u,(x), XE R’, 
lim uO(x)=u,; 
x- *u 
(1.2) 
here ZJ = (u,, a,)~@ 52 is some region in R2, f(u)= (f,(u), fi(u))~ R2 is a 
smooth vector-valued function of u E Q, B(u) is a smooth matrix, and u + 
and U- are two constant states which can be connected by a rarefaction 
wave solution of the associated system of conservation laws without 
viscosity. 
The hypothesis on f is that the 2 x 2 matrix (df//au) has real and distinct 
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eigenvalues; A,(U) < L,(u), with corresponding right and left eigenvectors 
ri, Zj satisfying 
-$(U) = l,(u) Ti(U), 
Z,(u) g= A,(u) &(u), (1.3) 
Z,(u) Ti(U) = s,, i, j= 1, 2. 
Define the 2 x 2 matrices Z, /1, L, R, and A, respectively, by A = 
diag(l,, &), L = (I:, Z:)‘, R = (Y,, r2), and A = (@-/au), then (1.3) says that 
LAR=A, LR=I. 
We will also assume that we can choose L and R such that LBR is a 
positive definite matrix. Another main hypothesis is that (1.1) is strongly 
coupled in the sense that 
Notice that the Smoller-Johnson systems (cf. [ 11) satisfy the condition 
(1.4). 
As suggested by the results for scalar equations (cf. [2]) and for the p- 
system [3], we expect that the asymptotic behavior of the solution for (1.1) 
and (1.2) is closely related to the Riemann problem for the corresponding 
conservation laws: 
ut + (f(u)), = 07 (1.5) 
4x, 0) = u&(x), (1.6) 
where 
u&(x) = 
{ 
u-9 x < 0, 
u+, x > 0. 
If the k-characteristic field is genuinely nonlinear, i.e., 
VA,(u) . Tk(U) = 1, k=l or2, (1.7) 
then it is well known that if U, is very close to U- and U+ is on the 
k-rarefaction curve Rk(u-), then the Riemann problem (1.5) and (1.6) has 
a unique rarefaction wave solution denoted by u,(x, t). Our purpose is to 
show that when the initial data r+,(x) and u;(x) are suitably close and the 
rarefaction wave is weak (i.e., 6 = 11 u + - U- 11 is small), the solution U(X, t) 
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of (1.1) and (1.2) will tend to u”(x, t) as t--t + co. More precisely, we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose (1.3) and (1.4) hold, and the kth characteristic 
field is genuinely nonlinear (k = 1 or 2). Then for each fixed u ~ E Sz there 
exists a positive constant E, such that if u, E Rk(u-) and I(uO - uhIIi2 + 
II~or/lff’ + lIu+ - u ~ )I 6 E, then the problem ( 1.1) and ( 1.2) has a unique global 
solution u(x, t ), t 2 0, satisfying 
u-U;,ECO(O, +oo;L2), 
U,ECO(O, +GO;fP), 
(1.8) 
and 
lim sup [u’(x, t) - u(x, I)] = 0. 
I- +m XER’ 
(1.9) 
In order to prove this theorem, as for the p-system (cf. [3]), we first 
approximate rC(x, t) by a smooth function U(x, t); this will be done in Sec- 
tion 2. Then the proof of Theorem 1.1 consists mainly of energy estimates 
on the perturbation of U. The method we use here is strongly motivated by 
the interesting work of J. Goodman for nonlinear stability of viscous shock 
waves (cf. [4]). We first give a careful diagonalization of the hyperbolic 
part of the equations for the perturbation. With this diagonalization, the 
basic estimates on the primary wave will be given in Section 3, the non- 
primary wave will be estimated in Section 4 (see Section 3 for the definition 
of the primary wave and nonprimary wave). Note that in the analysis of 
the stability of viscous shock wave (cf. [4,6]), due to the fact that viscous 
shock waves are compressive, if one works on the antiderivative of the per- 
turbation of the viscous shock wave, then the hyperbolic part would not 
cause much difficulty in the energy estimates. However, since rarefaction 
waves are expansive, the treatment of the hyperbolic part (especially the 
nonlinear terms) becomes the main difficulty in our analysis. Nevertheless, 
the assumption ( 1.4) that the system ( 1.1) is strongly coupled will enable us 
to overcome this difficulty (see the proof of Lemma 3.1, and also Sec- 
tion 4.). Finally, we apply the estimates in Section 4 to study the existence 
and large time behavior of the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2). 
2. SMOOTH APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
In this section, we will define a smooth approximation U of u~(x, t) and 
give some estimates on U. We suppose that k is fixed and the k-charac- 
teristic field is genuinely nonlinear. It is well known (cf. [S]) that the 
505:73/l-4 
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k-rarefaction curve R,(u ~ ) in a small neighborhood N of u _ can be 
defined as follows: 
Rk(ZC)= (24Ef2RN~; Wi(U)=Wi(U-)y i#k;Tlk(U)>Ak(U-)}, (2.1) 
where wi is a k-Riemann invariant. Now suppose U, E R,(u- ), and let 
w’(x, t) be the solution for the following problem 
xER’, t30, 
(2.2) 
w(x, 0) = w&(x), 
with 
w&(x) = 
1 
MU - 19 x < 0, 
hc(u+ 19 x > 0. 
Then if we define w’(x, t) by 
wyx, t) = f, 
j Lk(u~)+l,(u+), (2.3) 
it is easy to check that the unique solution z/(x, t) for Riemann problems 
(1.5) and (1.6) is given by 
&JOG t)) = wr(x, t), 
Wi(Ur(X, t))= wi(“- L i# k, 
(2.4) 
(cf. [S]). We define w(x, t) to be the smooth solution of the following 
initial value problem 
= 0, xeR’,taO, 
(2.5) 
44 0) = wdx), 
with 
we(x) = &AU - I+ hc(u+ I+ &(U + ) - Ac(u ~ 1 tanh x 
2 2 (2.6) 
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By the characteristic method, it is easy to see that the solution is given by 
4% t) = WOMX, t)), x = x()(x, t) + w,(x,(x, t))t. (2.7) 
Then we define U(x, t) by 
U(x, t) E &Au - 1, uw, l)) = 4x, t), (2.8) 
Since VI, and Vwi are linearly independent [5], it follows that (2.8) 
uniquely determines U(x, t), and from (2.7) we have 
ux, t) = W,k f)). (2.9) 
The following lemma shows that V(x, t) is a desired smooth approximation 
of r/(x, t). 
LEMMA 2.1. U(x, t) is an approximation to L/(X, t) in the following sense 
(1) ~,+(f(UL=O, 
(2) lim,,, supx. RI IUI(X, t) - U(x, t)l = 0. 
Proof: By (1.7) and (1.8), we have (cf. [6]) 
therefore U, + (f(U)), = (Jw/& + w(x, t) i?w/ax) rk( U(x, t)) = 0, and this 
gives (1). (2) follows from (2.1), (2.4), (2.8) and the facts that Vlk and VW, 
are linearly independent and sup XE: RI ( wr(x, t) - w(x, t)l tends to zero as 
t+co. i 
Concerning U(x, t), we list the following properties which we will need 
later. 
LEMMA 2.2. The smooth function U(x, t) constructed above has the 
following properties: 
(1) (Q’8x)(L,(U(x, t)))>O, VXER’, t>,O. 
(2) 3 positive constants c, and c2 such that 
(2.10) 
(3) ‘jp (l<pG +a), 3c,>O such that VtaO andV6 (0<6<&,) 
au !I II ax, ~cp6”q1+t)-1+1’p, IlUxIIPGCg,~. (2.11) 
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(4) For 122, Vp (1 ip< +co), 3c,,,>O such that VtaO, 
!I iI ;l-J d cp,/ min(4 (1 + t)-‘), V6 (0 < 6 Q 6,). (2-Q), I LP 
(5) I U,I <c 1 U,l, here c is a positive constant. 
(6) II uxk t)ll L” G c II uxk O)IIL”, Vt > 0. 
Proof: (1) follows from (2.8) and awlax> 0. From (2.8) we get 
VA,. U, = w,, and Vwi. U, = 0, therefore (2) holds since the coefficient 
matrix of U, is nonsingular. The other conclusions follow from (2.8) and 
the corresponding estimates on w(x, t) (cf. [3]). [ 
3. FIRST ENERGY ESTIMATES 
In what follows, we will use H’ (12 1) to denote the usual Sobolev space 
with the norm (I )I, and 11 II will denote the usual &-norm. 
We begin by displaying the equations (1.1) in convenient form. Suppose 
that u is a solution of (1.1) and (1.2), and U is the smooth function con- 
structed in Section 2. Let 4 = u - U. Then we can rewrite the initial value 
problem (1.1) and (1.2) as 
+4(x, 0) = qbo(x) 3 uo(x) - U(x, 0) E H*, (3.2) 
where Q(U,d)=f(U+qd)-f(U)-f’(U)4 satisfies lQ(U,qb)I<cl&’ for 
all x if 141 is small enough. Notice that the condition on initial data in 
Theorem 1.1 implies (3.2). 
Let us define the solution space of (3.1) by 
X(0, T) = { c,d E C’(O, T; HZ); $, E L’(O, r; HZ)} (3.3) 
with 0 < T< + co. We will obtain a priori estimate on the solution of (3.1) 
and (3.2). Thus suppose $ E X(0, T) (for some T > 0) is such a solution; put 
N(t)= SUP Il4(r)ll2 for t E [O, T], (3.4) 
O<r<t 
and assume N(T) < so, where so is some positive constant. 
In order to estimate the solution, first we need a careful diagonalization 
of the hyperbolic part of (3.1). Notice that L = L(U), R = R(U), and 
A = (f’(U)) depend only on x0 by (2.7), so following the construction of 
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J. Goodman in [4], we can easily check that there exists a positive con- 
stant a0 such that for any 6, 0 < 6 6 a,,, we can find L and R satisfying 
Lf’( U)R = A, LR=I. (3.5) 
Furthermore, if we define M(x, t) = L,(x, t) R(x, t) and N(x, t) = 
L,(x, t) R(x, t), then 
M,, = Npp = 0, QxER’,Qt>O,p=1,2. (3.6) 
With this diagonalization, our requirement on B is that 
&x, f) = L(x, t) B(x, r) R(x, t) (3.7) 
be positive definite for all x and t 2 0. From now on, we will always use 
this diagonalization. Put V(x, t) = L(x, t) 4(x, t); we will call Vk and vi 
(i # k) the primary wave and nonprimary wave, respectively. Then 
4(x, 2) = Nx, 1) Vx, t)> 
V,=MV+L4,, V,= NV+ L4,, (3.8) 
v,, = (MV), + MV, - M2V+ Lcj,,. 
Multiplying (3.1) on the left by L = L(x, t) and using (3.8), we get 
V,+[Al’].-M/IV-NV+L(Q(U,RV)), 
-L&BRMY)+L& B(U+RV)E , 
> 
(3.9) 
where dB=B(U+#)-B(U). 
Now we proceed to estimate V. Multiply (3.9) on the left by V’ and 
integrate over R’ x [0, t], this gives 9 terms which we denote in order by 
Z,, 1 < I < 9. We estimate each term as follows, 
for the last term on the right above, integration by parts gives 
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Since Akx > 0, we get 
Then, (2.10) implies that for i # k, 
where c is a positive constant. From now on, we will use c to denote any 
positive constant which does not depend on t and 6. In the following 
estimates, the idea is to use term 4 1; j 11,,1 Vk dx dT to control terms 
involving the primary wave Vk, and the terms involving the nonprimary 
wave Vi will be controlled by estimates on Jh 5 I)LkX I v dx dr Note that 
since IM(x, t)l < c I U,l and (N(x, t)l < c 1 U, 1, using Cauchy inequality, 
(2.7) and (3.6), we get 
I,= j*j V’MAVdxdz= i ~fjJ.,VpViMpjdxdr 
0 p,j=l O 
where /I is a small positive constant to be chosen later. 
Now we estimate the four terms on the right hand side of (3.9), 
I.5 = J-; [ V’L-& (B(U) RV,) dx d7 
zz 
15 
’ (V’L),B(U) RVXdxd7 
0 
=-- 1’ j V:(LBR) V, dx dz - j’ j- V’L, BR V, dx d7 
0 0 
< -B, /‘I IIU~)l12d~+cJ-f~ IV’1 luxl IV.4 dxdr; 
0 0 
here we have used the condition that LBR is positive definite, so there 
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exists a positive constant B, such that Vi(LBR) V, > B, ( V, I*. The last term 
on the right of Z, can be estimated as follows, 
\c < I7 IV’(IU,Iz+lVX1*)dxdz 0 
G c s ; (II v’lI”2 II v: II *‘* IW,ll* + N(t) II Vx II’) dT 
~c~(r)j’11V~//*dz+~N(t)~‘* 
0 
<c(N(t) +N(t)“*) j; 1) V-,11* dT + c(N(t))“’ c?~‘~, 
where Sobolev’s inequality, Young’s inequality, and (2.11) have been used. 
Thus we get 
&,< -B, j’~~V,~j~2dr+c(N(r)+N(r)‘/2)j~~IV~~~2d~+cN(t)1’264’3. (3.12) 
0 
Using the fact that JL.BRM) <c, I U, I2 ,< cS J&J, we arrive at 
V’L ; (BRM V) dx ds 
I = SI I V-L  BRM V dx dr + ss V’L, BRMV dx dz 0 0 
GB j’j l&l V;dxdT+ch j; j IV,X12dxdz 
0 
+~j’jILI Gdxd~+cj;jlLl F&r. (3.13) 
0 
Similarly, we have 
I,= ’ SI 0 VfL& [AB(RV,- RMV)] dxdr 
=- ’ (V;LABRV,- VXLABRMV)dxdr 
’ - 
ss 
(V’L, ABRV, - V’L, ABRMV) dx dT 
0 
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+c(N(r)+@j- /)Y,//2dr+cj;~ IA,,/ vdxdr. (3.14) 
0 
The last term on the right hand side of (3.9) is 
= ‘VB(U+R?‘)~dxdr 
+ s.l 
’ Y’LB(O+RY)$dxdr 
0 
+ cd j-‘j Iv,/‘dxdr+cj’[ IV’1 (lU,l’+ IU,,()dxdz, (3.15) 
0 0 
where /? is a small positive constant to be chosen later. Applying the 
Sobolev inequality and Lemma 2.2 to the last term on the right above leads 
to 
C 
J.i 
’ IV (I~x12+I~,xI)dxd~ 
0 
GC Jf ’ ll~ll”211~xl11’2~l~x12+I~xxI~~~~~ 0 
=c 
f 
’ II VII “* II V,/I “2( II U,Il 2 + II ~,,/I L1) 
0 
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6 cN( t)“* j’ )I V’, I/ 2 ds 
0 
+ wtY’* j; II Kll 8’3 dz + cN( t) 1’2 j; II U,,)I “,/I’ dz 
< cN( t)“* j’ 11 I’, I( 2 dz + cN( t) “’ ~5~‘~ + cN( t) 1’2 6 I”; 
0 
thus 
Z,<(cS+P) j’jl&.rI lVl*dxdz 
0 
+ c(S + N(t)“2) j’ I( V,ll* dz + cN(t)“* ~5”~. 
0 
(3.16) 
Concerning the nonlinear term I,, we have the following lemma which 
will be proved later. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist positive constants E, and c which are independent 
of T and 6 such that if N(t) + 6 < Ed, then 
(I,) = j’ j VLQ( U, RV), dx dz 
0 
G c N(t) II Vt)ll’ + NO) II ~(ONI’ 
+N(t) jrjl&l (V’(2dxdz+N(t) jr~(Y,~~*dr+N(t)6”* . (3.17) 
0 0 
Combining all these results gives 
~llW)II’+~j~jlLl ~ddxdr+B,j’IIV*l/*d~ 
0 
+5P j’j l&xl v2kdxd7 
0 
+ c(S + N(t) + N(t)“*) j; j l&l vz, dx dr 
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+ ~(6 + N(t) + N(t)“2) j; II V, II2 dz 
+C 
SI 
’ l&l Vfdxdz+cN(t)6”6; 
0 
(3.18) 
thus if we choose /I = &, we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exist positive constants e2( GE,) and c independent of 
T and 6 such that if N(t) + 6 < Ed, then 
II f’-(tN12 + j’ j hxl Yt dx& + j; II vx(~)l12 dT 
0 
~~{l/V(O)11~+S”~}+cj’j 11,,1 Vfdxdz (i/k). (3.19) 
0 
Proof In the rest of this section, we will prove Lemma 3.1, and the 
nonprimary wave will be estimated in Section 4. Integrating by parts gives 
I, = j’jV’LQ(U,RV),dx=jrjqYL’LQ(U,(),dxdr 
0 0 
=- j; j qb’(L’L),Q( U, 4) dx dr - j’ j &L’LQ(U, 4) dx dr. 
0 
Note that since 1 L,I < c ) U,( < c II,, 1, the first term on the right above can 
be estimated as 
If j ’ &(LfL),Q(U,4,dxd7 dc j; jl&xl 1413dxdz 0 
<C 
Sf 
’ &,I (V13dxdr<cN(t) jf j llkxl IVJ2dxdr; (3.20) 
0 0 
thus the main point is to estimate the last term on the right of I,. We first 
rewrite this integral as 
qi; L’LQ( U, q4) dx dr 
= j;j(:~*~(‘Vtf(U)gdxdr+j’j(:L’LG(U,9)dxdr, (3.21) 
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where G satisfies IG( U, 4) < c 141 3 if 141 is samll. Using Sobolev’s inequality, 
we get 
W(r)2~rj- IA,,1 I~~2dxdr+~N(f)2~; IIi’,(~)~~~dz. (3.22) 
0 
The first term on the right hand side of (3.21) can be written as 
’ 
ss 
4: L’L$‘V2f( U)q5 dx d? 
0 
+ gn(u) 414242x + gn(u) @,,I dx & (3.23) 
where gg( U) are smooth functions. Now we write the right hand side above 
as a sum of 6 terms, rP (1~ p < 6), each of which we will estimate 
separately. After integration by parts, we have 
I;=i‘dsg~l(V)O:),,dxdr=-I:i’Vg,,-U,~dxdi 
bc j-‘j 1U.J 14,13dxd~~cW~~~~j IL1 IJ’l*dxdT. 0 (3.24) 
In order to estimate I;, we rewrite Eq. (3.1) as 
h+ Cfi(U, +41, v2+42)-fI(uI~ U*)lx 
42r+ Cfi(U,? U2+442)-f2(U,, U,)l, 
=& au, au B~I~+B,,~+B~~~+B,,~ 
For any smooth function K(u), uf Q, we will use AK to denote the 
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difference: K(U+~)-K(U)=K(U,+~,,U,+~,)-K(U,, U,). Now 
define 
then by assumption (1.4), we see that 3~; > 0, (E; d E,J, such that if 
N(T) < E’ ,, then K, and K2 are well defined and smooth. Thus we can 
solve qSlx and +2x from (3.25) to obtain 
and 
(3.2% 
Using (3.26), , we get 
Now we estimat each term on the right above; thus 
59 
where g, and g, are some smooth functions. Using Eqs. (3.25), we can 
estimate the last two terms in (3.27) as follows, 
ID 
’ g,(U 8$@~.d~d~ 
0 
=- 
I jj 
; gOW;4:(4fi)xd-rd~ 
+ j; j n,(u,~)~~3~(Bli~lr+B12~2r 
+ B,, u,, + B,, u,,) dx dz 
SC j'j IL1 lh13dxd~+c j'j IAl lh13dxd~ 
0 0 
<cNt) j'j IA,,1 IV12dxdz+cN(t)2 j' IIVx(7)l12dr, 
0 0 
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+c jofj l4,l IhI3 I&xl dx,+cj;j IhI2 142x1 hxl dxdT 
<cN(c)~ j; j l&l I VI2 dx dz +cN(t)’ j-i I( L’,(T)~~~ dt, 
where Sobolev and Cauchy inqualities have been used. Similarly 
ID 
; ~tg,(L1,8)f(:)B,,d,,dxd7 
<cNt12 j’j l&xl W12dxd~+j; llYA~)l12d~), 
( 0 
~tg,tu,b)f~~)B,,U~~dxdr 
<C Is ’ 141 ld213 Iu,,I dxdz 0 
+c j;, 14x1 14213 lU,,l dxdr+$- 14212 142x1 lU,,I dxd7 
<cN(t) j;j l&xl IV12dxdr+~6N(f)/; IIVx(7)l12d7-cro. 
Finally, we can get in the same way as above 
f a 
ID ( 
o z g,tQ+: > 
BnUzxdxd7 <a,, 
so that 
ID 
’ ~,(C:~)tm:m,,dxd~/6c~(r){j~jl~~,l l~12~x~~+j~llvI(~)l12d~}. 
0 
Similarly, one can show 
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These and (3.27) give 
ID 
; ~(K,gl,)fm:dxml4cN(I){j’jli,,l jv’~xm+~~ll~~~~~ll~~~}~ 
0 
so that 
G NO) II W)l12 + cNt) II Wll’ 
+cN(t) j’j IA,,1 IV12dxdz+ j’l/V,(~)l(~d~ =ctl. (3.28) 
i 0 0 I 
Now for the other terms on the right of Z;, we have 
If ' K, gn&-f2uz-dfLJ Qj2xdxdr 0 
l’a =- 3 o z (K, gdfiq+~f2uJ)4: dxdr II 
<d(t) j’j- II,,( IV12dxdz+cN(t)2 j; IIVX(z)l12dz, (3.29) 
0 
, 
Sf K, g,~#:(-Af,,,u,,-Af,,,u,,)dxdr 0 
ccW)j j l&xl If’12dxd~, (3.30) 
0 
where we used the fact that (df2uz (, IAfiu, ( <c 141 if N(T) is small. 
H ’ K,g,,42&whr)d~d~ 0 
=- 
Sf ; &iwWW&~~ 
\C < jr j Iu,l 4: 141x1 dxhfcj; j& l&l dxdr 
0 
+c j; j 1421 142x1 k&xl dxdz 
-Wjrj- l&xl I~12dxd~+(cSN(r)+cN(f))~~ l14,(r)112dt 
0 
jr j l&xl W12dxd~+ j; llKWl12d~}. (3.31) 
0 
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Similarly, we have 
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Now, we estimate the last term on the right hand side of G: 
’ = 51 Kl g,~4:(V&,(Ux + d,KJ,x +VB22(U, + 4N2,) dx d7 0 
’ + 1.i K, gd:(&, ulxx + 42 uzxx) dx d7 0 
<(cN(t)+c@j-‘j IA,,1 II’l*dxdr+MV)/; IP’x(7)l12d7 
0 
+ cN(t) f; 114,(7)112 d7 + cNr)[’ Il~xxllt~ d7 
< 46 + N(t)) j’ f II,, I I VI* dx dz 
0 
+ d’(t) j-’ I( V,(t)ll’ dz + S(t) ~5”‘. 
0 
(3.32) 
Combining these results, we obtain 
I; G c 
1 
NO) II VO)ll’ + N(f) II W)l12 
+(~+N(Nj-‘j- IL1 If’12dxd7 
0 
+N(t)I’)(V,(r)lJZd~+N(t)61’2 (3.33) 
0 
Applying integration by parts to Z;, we find 
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and let last term on the right above can be treated in the same way as for 
I;; thus 
T2 <a,. (3.34) 
Similarly, by using (3.26)2, we can show that 
ZiGa,, I;Ga,, and &<a,; (3.35) 
thus we have shown that 
’ JJ &L’LqYV2j-(U)~ dx dz <c . . . II V(O)(l’ + N(t) II V(t)l12 0 i 
+(a+~([)) S’JIU IV2dxdt 
0 
+N(r)J; IIVx(7)l12d7+N(~)6"2 (3.36) 
provided that N(t) + 6 is suitably small. Now the conclusion of Lemma 3.1 
follows from (3.20), (3.22), and (3.36). The proof is complete. 1 
The next main point is to estimate the nonprimary wave J’i. By 
construction, we know that U(x, t) is a function of x0 and x0 = x - w,(x,)t 
(cf. (2.7)). Therefore, by a change of variable, we see that 
Jb’ J; (A,) r-f dx dr = J; J-& (2,(x,)) 2 q’(xo + w,,(xO)7, 7) -$ dx, d7 
0 0 
’ a = JJ o -j+(xo)) ~(~o+wo(xo)7,7)dxo dz 0 
= J + O3 &xo dxo J’ Vf(xo+wo(xo)7, 7) dz. -co 0 
Thus we must estimate the integral 1; c(x, + wo(xo)7, 7) dz; this will be 
done in next section. 
505,73/l-5 
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4. SECOND ENERGY ESTIMATE 
In this section, first we will obtain a “vertical” estimate on the non- 
primary wave Vi, i.e., we will give an estimate on time integral 
j;, c(x, + wo(xo)z, z) dz. Th e 1 ea ‘d is to relate this time integral to the 
space-time integral which can be estimated by the energy method. Then 
we can estimate j&J J&l VjJ dx dz by combining the “vertical” estimate 
with Lemma 3.2 and the fact that for the weak rarefaction wave, 
j’g I&.Jx,,)I dx, is small. 
First, we remark that we can assume that the k-rarefaction wave 
propagates very slowly, i.e., ( w0 1 is small. To see this, we use the transfor- 
mation (x, t) + (l, t), where c =x - &(u- )t; then in the new coordinates 
(5, t), Eqs. ( 1.1) take the form 
a 
ut + (f(u) - hc(u- ))r =z (B(u)+). 
The eigenvalues of the matrix (S’(U)-&(K)) are A,(u) -&(c) and 
A,(u) - A,(u _ ); thus by (2.6), we see that the corresponding w,Jt) satisfies 
Iwg( <c 1124, --u_llR2=c~. (4.1) 
Therefore, without lose of generality, we can assume that (4.1) holds. 
Next since we are only interested in the nonprimary wave Vi, we may 
assume that 
nj( U(x, t)) 2 a > 0, forall XER’, 120; (4.2) 
the case Ai( U(x, t)) < - a0 < 0 can be treated similarly. Now we define 
and rewrite &(x0, t) as 
x0 t = s 5 2Vi(X’ + w,(x’)z, z) Vix(X’ + w,(x’)z, 7) - cc 0 
x (1 + w,(x’)z) dx’ dz. 
Changing variables gives 
E;(xo, t) = jg 
0 
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I 
x0 + wo( Xo)r 
2Vi(x, z) I/,(x, t) dx dz. 
-cc 
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(4.3) 
Now we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exist positioe constants tz3 (<Q) and c independent of 
Tand6 such that ifN(T)+t?<~~, then for any fixed x0 E R’, 0 < t d T, 
Ei(xo, t) d c 
{ 
II W)l12 + N(t) II V(f)l12 
+ (N(t) + 6) j; I J’*(xo + ~o(xobr 2)12 dr 
+ jr I Vx(x, + wo(xoh 711 2 dz + j’ j l&x I l VI2 dx dT 
0 0 
+ j; IIV,(~)l(2dr+61’6 . 
1 
(4.4) 
Proof. Fix X~E R’ and assume that wO(xo) > 0 (the case w,(x,) GO is 
similar). For ease of notation, we use Z(z) to denote x0 + w,(x,)z whenever 
this term appears as an upper limit on a spatial integral; we also employ 
summation convention. Using (3.9), we can rewrite Ei(xo, t) as 
2~it -V,-i,Vi-niMiiVj-N,Vj-L,(Qj), , [ 
- (ABRM), V, + Bi, U,,) 1 dx dq 
where Bi, = Bjm( U + 4). Now we denote each term on the right above in 
order by L, (16 p < 10); each term will be studied separately. By changing 
the order of integration we get (denoting (w,(x,))-‘(x -x0) by i) 
L, = j; jr(:)ZY$(-V,)dxdr= -,1”, j;$&‘f(x,~))drdx 
I I 
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Similarly, 
so that 
L,Gc IIV,(0)112+~~J lA,xl V(Xv7)dxdr 
{ 
+ r WG (wo(xo))-‘(x - x01) dx . 
X0 1 
We change variables in the last term on the right above to obtain 
I ‘(‘) Vf(x, (wo(xo))-‘(x-xo))dx x0 
’ = s F’f(x, + w,,(x,)z, 7) wo(xo) d7 < cSEi(xo, t), 0 
where inequality (4.1) has been used. Thus we get 
LIGC ~E,(~o,~)+IIV,(0)I12+~~~II,,l c(X,T)dxd7]. (4.6) 
Using (4.2) and the fact that JM,I <c II,,) and lNiil <C J&l gives 
L,= IS d :I d ( -~C(X, t)A,) dx d7 < c J: J I;lkx I c(X, 7) dx dry I 
<c 
ff 
’ &.I IV(x,7)12dxd7. 
0 
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Applying integration by parts and Cauchy inequality leads to 
Lo = j; r”:’ 2Vi~-L,~(B,R,,Y,,)dxdr 
I 
I 
t2 = - L,BjmRtnn Vi Vnx(xo + WON, 7) d7 
0 Ai 
- ;‘~-&LJ,) Bj,,,R,,V,,,dxdz 
ShEi( xo, t) + c ; I V&o + w,,(xo)z, t)l* dr 5 
+c j; IlW)l12d~+c j’j IL1 IVl*dxd7, 
0 
L, = _ I 
Is 
i(r’ 
0 -‘m 
2Vi~L~~(B,jRM),,,V~)dxd7 
I 
+c j'ii~,(~)i1*d~+cj'jJIZ~,l IVl’dxdz, 
0 0 
<i Ei(Xo, t) + C jr ) V,(Xo + WIT, T)/’ d7 
0 
+cjtV'xW12d~+~j~jl~xI IVl*dxdz, 
0 
2V, i Lv$ (ABjm(RM),, I’,) dx d7 
1 
G Cfi I Vi(Xo + Wo(Xo)T, 7)I * d7 
+cj)‘x(7)l12d7+cj-t~llx,l (Vl*dxdr. 
0 
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The last term on the right of (4.5) can be estimated as follows: 
, 
SJ 
f(T) = 
0 --m 
2Vi i L&VBjm( U, + 4,) U,, dx dr + Bjm Urn,,) dx dZ 
I 
’ 6c 51 lvil (luxl’+ lUxl* IJ’I + IUxI IVxl)dxd~ 0 
+C ss ’ lvil IUxxI dxdr 0 
<C6+C [rIIVx(~)l12d~+c[‘~ IA/ccl IVl*d~dr+Cso(~ lvil lUx,l dx&. 
0 0 
Using Sobolev’s inequality and (2.12),, we see that 
ss 
’ lvil IUxxI dxdz 
0 
G c d II Vd~)ll”* II Vix(r)lI “* llUx,(~)llL~ dx dz I 
G c(N(t))“* j’ j II J’ix(z)ll* dz + C(N(t))“* j: j II Uxx(z)llY? dT 
0 
< c(ZV(t))“* j-‘/ 11 V,(T)~[* d-r + c(N(t))“’ cS”~, 
0 
from which we obtain 
L,,=c a’“+/’ IIV&)l12~~+~ofj- l&xl Wl*dxd~}- 
0 
To estimate L5, we will use a similar argument as I5 in Section 3. 
However, since the upper limit on the spatial integral is a variable 
depending on I, we need to deal with some time integrals introduced by 
integration by parts with respect to the space variable. Integration by parts 
and using Sobolev’s inequality gives 
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, X(7) 
L,= 
si 
2V,; Lv(Qj)X dx dz 
o-m , 
* 2 
= 
,( 
- L, ViQj 
0 li > 
(X0 + Wo(Xo)Z, T) dT 
- 2 j; Ii’: & (Iz,‘L& V,Q, dx dr -j-i j”‘:’ 21;‘L,Qj V, dx dz 
<cN(t) j’/V(x,+w,(~,)r,r)l~d~+~~~ l&xl IVl’dxd~} 
i 0 
+ ~~li(:lzi.,~‘L,e,V,dxdr . 
As in Section 3, to estimate the last term on the right above, it is con- 
venient to use ~,4 instead of V. Since V, = M, V, + Lj,drX, we have 
Now the last term on the right above can be written as 
where h, = h,( U) are smooth functions. Integrating by parts gives 
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d cN(t) j; I ?‘(xo + w,(x,)T, z)12 dr 
+ j-‘j- l&xl Wl’dxd~+lo( llv,Wl’d~}. (4.7) 
0 
Making use of (3.26), we have 
t 
JJ 
X(T) = K,h,,& -42, -fzu#'zx - Afdzx - Af,,, U2x - Af,,, U1, 0 --co 
+ g (4,4,x + B2242x + B2, UI, + Bz u2,) 1 dx dT. 
Integrating by parts and using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives 
Z(T) 
K,hd: -fzubx- Afdzx -Afiquzx - Afa,,U,, -co 
+~(B2~~~,+B,,(,,+B1,u,,+B,,u2,) dxdT 1 1 
’ <c II II,, I 1 I’( ’ dx dz 0 
+ j,, II vx(tN12 dz + W(t) + 6) j-i I Qo + wo(xoh TN dz 
+ ciV(t) j-i 1 Vx(xo + wo(xo)z, 2)12 dz = ~1~. (4.8) 
Changing the order of integration as for L,, then integrationg by parts 
gives 
K,h,,b:h, dx dT 
G CNO) II WNl 2 + cNt) II Vt)l12 
+ cdNt) ( I VAX, + wo(xob, ~11~ dT 
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(4.9) 
where h, and h, are two smooth functions of U and ++I. Applying a similar 
argument as in Section 3 after (3.27) to the last term on the right above, we 
get 
Thus, 
X(T) 
Kdqd:~2, dx dz < cN(O) II V(O)ll* + cN(t) II V(t)ll* + u3 = ~(4. 
-cc 
(4.10) 
Combining (4.8)-(4.10) shows that 
h13&& dx dz < ~4. (4.11) 
Similarly, we can show that 
Putting all these results together shows that 
L5 < a4. (4.12) 
The conclusion in Lemma 4.1 now follows from the estimates on L,, 
(1 Q p < 10); thus the proof is complete. m 
We can now estimate the nonprimary wave Vi. If N(T) + 6 < +, then 
Lemma 4.1 and (3.37) give 
SI 
; $(A,) vj!dxdz 
= 
I +m AkxoEi(xo, t) dxo --m 
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.d~~jI&xI IU2dxd7 
+(+m 
-cc 
&x&o) f; I v&o + ~oboh z)12 dz dx, 
+ 6 f; 1) V,(r)(J 2 dz + 13”~ 
> 
6 IIW)l12+~W(~)+~) 11~(~)112+(~(~)+~)~~~1~,,1 IU2dxd~ 
+j+‘={‘l&J Iv,(~,r)1~d*dx+dj~~~V,(r)~~~d~+6”~ . 
--m 0 0 
Since II,, I < ~6, it follows that 
ff ; IL.1 T(x,t)dxdT 
Gc 6 IIwvI12+mv)+6) IIv(tN12 
{ 
+(iV(t)+S)j’j-(A,,( (V(2dxd~+61dllV,(~)(12dr+67’6 (4.13) 
0 
Combining Lemma 3.2 with (4.13) shows that 
llvCr,ll’+~‘j l&xl IW, r)12dxdr+Jb’ IIK(~)l12d~ 
0 
<c 11 V(0)((2+61’6f d(N(t)+ 6) 11 lqt)l12 
+WW+Qj-‘j- l&xl V’l’dxd~+$ lIJ’xWl12dr). (4.14) 
0 
Thus (4.14) and Lemma 3.2 yield the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exist positive constants Ed (<+) and c independent of 
Tand6 such that ifN(T)+6<Eq, thenfor any t, O<t<T, 
llv(t,l12+~rj” l~~xl IVk ,)Izdxdr+j; IIvx(t)ll’d~ 
0 
dc{I(v(o)~~2+6”6). (4.15) 
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From Lemma 4.2 and (3.10), we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Zf N(T)+J<+, then Vt, OGt<T, 
Il&)l12+~;j I~,,1 ld(x,~)12d.xd7+j-’ llA(7)l12d7 
0 
~C{llw)l12+~“6f, 
where c is independent of 6 and T. 
(4.16) 
5. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
Having the stability estimate (4.16), the proof of the Theorem 1.1 
becomes fairly straightforward. First we need to estimate the higher order 
derivatives of the solution. Differentiate (3.9) with respect to x, then mul- 
tiply by V: on the left, and integrate over [0, t] x R’ to get (using 
integration by parts) 
f IIW)l12-; llv,(0)ll’+~‘~ v:~(L(f(U+RV)-f(u))~)dxdr 
0 
=,,‘i V$-(L&B(U)RV,))dxdr 
( L 2 (B(U) RMV) > dx dz 
+I’j- V!$(L;(AB(RV),))dxd7 
0 
+j;j V!$-(L;(i%JJ)dxdr. 
We estimate each term in (5.1) as follows 
V~~(L(f(u+Rv)-/o)).)dxdrl 
= ’ V:,L(f(U+RV)-f(U)),dxdz 
+I,’ IIV,,(7)l12d7+cj+~ IL1 IVx, t)l*dxd7 
0 
+ c j-; IIVx(7)ll* d7 + 46 + N(t)) 1; II J’A7)II* d7, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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=- JJ ’ V;,L&(B(U)RVJdxdr 0 
=-- J’J v;,LB(u)wXXdxm-JtJ V;,L-$(B(U)R) V,dxdT 
0 0 
d - Bo J’ II v,,(~)II~ dt + ~6 J’ II VA~)II * dz + c J; II VANI * & (5.3) 
-I;, v$-il$(B(u)Rm’));xd~ 
= JJ ’ V:,L-$B(U)RMV)dxdr 0 
\c < J;JILI Iv(x,r)i*dxd~+J~llV-l(~)ll*d~ 
’ + cd J II L(t) II 2 d7, 
J; J V;&(L-&(AB(RV)X))dxdr 
’ =- JJ 0 Vi, L ; (&I( R V),) dx dT 
<c J; J J ILI I ux, a2 dx d7 +I’ II vx(7)11* dz 
(5.4) 
+ ~(6 + wt)) J; II VA~NI’ d7, (5.5) 
where the inequality I V,I < cN(t) and Sobolev’s inequality have been used. 
Using Cauchy inequality, (2.11) and (2.12), lead to 
J; J V;&(L-&(BLi,))drdr 
=- JJ ’ V:,L$XJX)dxdr 0 
~4 J’wxx(7)~~*d7+cJ’~ I&A IV(X, ol*dxd7+cj; IIVx(7)I12d7 
0 0 
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+ c j; j (UJx, z)l” dx dz 
~~jll/Y,,(r)112dr+c~‘~/i,,l V’(x,t)dxdz 
0 0 
+c{’ llv,(t)l12dt+c(6+N(t))~f IIV,,(Z)JI~~Z+CS”~. (5.6) 
0 0 
The inequalities (5.1)-(5.6) show that 
II W)l12 + 1 II ~xA7)11* dz 
0 
QC llV,(0)l12+S’“+jf llF’x’,(~)l12dz 
i 0 
+ j; j IL I v2(x, t) dx dT + (6 + N(t)) j; II U4112 dz 
+ j’ j l&xl v2(x, t) dx dt + (6 +Nt)) j; II ~xx(~Nl’ dT}. (5.7) 
0 
Lemma 4.2 and (5.7) imply that there exist positive constants sg (E, < c4) 
and c independent of T and 6 such that for any t, 0 < f Q T, 
llV,(~)l12+j-r lI~,~~)l12d~~c{llV(0)ll~+61’6}. 
0 
(5.8) 
Putting (3.8), (4.16), and (5.8) together shows that the following lemma 
holds 
LEMMA 5.1. There exist positive constants Ed ( <c4) and c independent of 
Tand6suchthatifN(T)+6<&E5,thenforanyt,0<t<T, 
II(6x(t)l12 + j-i llL(~N12 dz G c( IlW)ll: + 61’6}. (5.9) 
Similarly we have 
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LEMMA 5.2. There exist positive constants Ed (<.zs) and c independent of 
TandS such that zfN(T)+6,<E6, thenfor any t, O<t<T, 
Proposition 4.3, Lemma 5.1, and Lemma 5.2 give the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.3 (A priori estimate). Suppose ~EX(O, T) is a solution 
of (3.1) and (3.2) for some T ( >O) and 6(0 < 6 < 6,). Then there exist 
positive constants E and c, independent of T and 6, such that if N( T) + 6 < E, 
then we have for any t, 0 d t G T, 
IlWll:+J’dj- l&xl 14W12dxd~+~’ ll~,~~~ll:~~d~{ll~~~~ll:+~“6~. 0 
(5.11) 
Since the local (in time) existence and uniqueness of the solution for 
initial value problem (3.1) and (3.2) can be obtained by the standard 
iteration method (cf. 4, 6]), it follows from Proposition 5.3 and the stan- 
dard continuity augument (cf. [7]) that the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Fo each fixed u _ E 52, there exist positive constants Ed 
and c0 such that if u + E R,(u- ) and N(0) + 6 G E,,, then the problem (3.1) 
and (3.2) has a unique global solution 4 E X(0, + co) satisfying, for any t z 0, 
Il((t)II:+/;~ l&l 14(xA12dxd~+~ Il~,(r)ll:d~~c,(N(0)+~“6). 
0 
(5.12) 
By (5.12) and the proof of Lemma 5.1, it is easy to check that there exists 
a constant c such that 
Im,(x,r)12dxldr~c{N(0)+6’/6~, Vt>O; 
thus 
It follows that 
lim ll~J(Ol12 = 0, t-00 
(5.13) 
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so that Soholev’s inequality implies that 
lim sup 14(x, t)l =O. 
r-m xcR’ 
(5.14) 
By Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that 
NO) d lb0 - ul, II + II uox 0: + ch2. (5.15) 
Therefore all statements in Theorem 1.1 follow fom Proposition 5.4, 
Lemma 2.1, (5.14), and (5.15). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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